Can the sun actually make your skin look younger instead of older?

Plastic surgeons have discovered a beauty breakthrough!
“Skin Physics Photon™ LED Photo Rejuvenation System is in my opinion the most powerful skin rejuvenation solution outside of my clinic. I always recommend it to patients who want to look younger, but aren’t ready for cosmetic surgery”
Dr K Tavakoli
Plastic Surgeon MBBS, BSc (med), MS (unsw), FRACS (plast.)

CAN THE SUN ACTUALLY MAKE YOUR SKIN LOOK YOUNGER INSTEAD OF OLDER?
Cosmetic surgeons have discovered a beauty breakthrough – the science of photo rejuvenation that can help soften skin, vanish wrinkles, and make their patients look years younger … without plastic surgery! Now, an R&D firm in Sydney, Australia have developed a safe and effective skin treatment based on photo-rejuvenation you can use at home. The Skin Physics Photon™ device produces gentle beams of light, adjusted to specific frequencies, to keep your skin glowing and supple with just a few minutes use each week.

SUNLIGHT: FRIEND OR FOE?
Without the sun, all life on Earth would quickly vanish. And sunlight has many beneficial attributes. For instance, it's a vital source of vitamin D. But unfiltered sunlight exposes you to a broad spectrum of wavelengths – some of them helpful, others harmful.

Over-exposure to the sun’s ultraviolet rays can dry out your skin, giving it the wrinkly, prune-like appearance you often see in people who live in sunny climates year-round.

91% IMPROVE SKIN TONE
NASA pioneered photo-rejuvenation technology as a means of growing plants in space. Their research found that it is the red wavelengths within sunlight that can actually cause cells to look younger and healthier.

A study published in the highly respected journal of Cosmetic Dermatology found 91% of subjects treated with red-light phototherapy reported improved skin tone – and 82% reported smoother skin.
Now, a new photo-rejuvenation device - the Photon™ – can help your skin benefit from the anti-aging properties of red light … without the sun's harmful UV rays.
This easy-to-use, lightweight device delivers healing pulses of pure red light through an array of 42 light-emitting diodes. The red light stimulates production of collagen and elastin which are essential building-blocks of smooth skin.

Result:
Skin cells treated with red light grow up to 200 times faster - so young, smooth skin can quickly replace old, dying skin cells.

THROW AWAY YOUR WRINKLE CREAMS!
The Skin Physics Photon™ stimulating red wavelengths can smooth out wrinkles … virtually vanish age spots … accelerate skin repair … make your skin softer to the touch … and give your face a youthful, radiant look that will turn your friends green with envy.

In fact, red-light phototherapy is clinically proven to improve skin elasticity by 65% and reduce redness and swelling by 52%.
Best of all, using the Skin Physics LED Photo Rejuvenation System takes only minutes a day. And you can see significant improvement in just a few weeks!

100% PAIN-FREE
Phototherapy with the Photon™ is non-abrasive and painless. Unlike tanning beds, it does not use dangerous UV rays. There are no pills to take, no needles or injections.
The Photon™ has been clinically tested and proven to have virtually no side effects.

No wonder the medical profession has been using phototherapy for 30 years!

EXPERTS PRAISE RED-LIGHT THERAPY
“My number 1 tip for anyone wanting to look younger is to look at the Skin Physics LED Photo Rejuvenation System. It is a complete system that addresses all of the principal causes of aging and boosts the skin's natural ability to repair and rebuild itself”
Dr. K. Tavakoli, Plastic Surgeon
“The Skin Physics Photon™ has been accurately engineered to reproduce salon quality results all in the comfort of your own home”
Dr. Curtis Crasto, PhD Research Scientist

Until now, the only way of obtaining a photo rejuvenation treatment has been to visit a dermatologist or salon that has invested tens of thousands of dollars on professional LED treatment lamps. Thanks to Skin Physics, that same light based beauty treatment is now available at home for the cost of just a single treatment!

Look for the Skin Physics Photon™ LED Photo Rejuvenation System at selected Myer stores Australia wide.

CALL 1300 290 913 OR VISIT WWW.SKINPHYSICS.COM.AU FOR MORE DETAILS ON YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST
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